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Abstract 

Automation has its place in the test lifecycle, but when it comes to automation, the definition of a test case 
becomes a gray area. Is a test case an XML blob or other metadata that is interpreted by a harness; or is 
it scripted code (such as JavaScript or VBScript); or is it a function or set of functions within compiled 
code written in a language like C# or Java? 
  
A test case can be any of the above.  One could define a test case as a set of instructions to execute a 
task and verify its results. These instructions can be described in a variety of languages. 
This paper presents our experience in defining and implementing a script language, its applications in our 
test scenario; as well as our experience in adopting the Microsoft .Net platform with the C# language to 
create a long lasting and reusable test model. 
 
We started with a set of principles and goals in conjunction with a number of technical challenges to 
solve. We initially created a test scripting language known as the Simple Language for Scenarios (SLS). 
We used this language for 3-4 years. As the C# language matured, we were able to find ways to 
implement the benefits of SLS as well as leverage the power of a fully functional development language. 
We concluded that overall each approach has its unique pros and cons and it makes sense to use the 
approach most suitable for a given situation. However, overall we found that moving towards C# was the 
solution that would work in most situations as it provided us with majority of the functionality and added 
the structure of an Object Oriented Programming Language. 
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1. Background of this Case Study 

We have been testing Microsoft Office Communicator 2007 R2 and beyond. Communicator provides its 
own set of unique challenges and environmental factors, such as: 

1. Most scenarios are distributed across multiple client endpoints/machines. 
2. Scenarios can be run on a desktop client, IP phone client, mobile client, or web client. 
3. Environmental factors such as operating system, Microsoft Office version can affect the test 

results. 
4. A test case can be written at the user interface (UI) layer, or directly on top of the object model 

layer. 
5. The implementation of the business logic is asynchronous by nature – multiple operations/actions 

can be sent to the server with responses arriving later. The framework would have to handle 
testing this. 

6. A transaction (or scenario) may involve multiple clients to complete. 
7. The Communicator client uses a STA (Single Threaded Apartment) model of threading. We were 

constrained to run within this framework while controlling multiple clients simultaneously. 
 
Sample Test Case 
 
One typical scenario in Communicator is establishing a call between two endpoints. The basic steps for 
this test case are: 
 

1. Endpoint-A makes a call to Endpoint-B. 
2. Endpoint-B accepts the call. 
3. Verify the call is connected on Endpoint-A. 
4. Verify the call is connected on Endpoint-B. 

 
Three elements come from those steps: the controller (or driver), the Endpoint-A and the Endpoint-B. In a 
typical implementation of this test case, each endpoint is running on its own machine, while the controller 
may be running on a separate machine, or on either of the previous two. In both cases, the three 
processes communicate remotely. 

1.1 Test Classifications and Individual Goals 

When analyzing a test scenario such as the one above, one will usually have many options in terms of 
frameworks, languages and tools. Among those choices resides the decision of whether to use a 
compiled or a script language. 
 
In reality, there is not a one-size-fits-all solution. In particular cases, scripts may be more appropriate. In 
other situations, writing compiled code is the only viable solution. To start dissecting the problem, we start 
by examining a few of the basic classifications of test cases and enumerating their goals. 
 
1.1.1 Functional Testing 

When we implemented functional test cases, we established a set of requirements for the code to be 
written. 
 
1.1.1.1 Requirements 
 

1. Re-use of Test Cases & Code 
a. Must be able to re-use test results for measurement of performance 
b. Test cases should be written such that they can run at various layers – API layer vs. UI 

layer vs. protocol layer.  
c. Re-use of test code (libraries) between testers & developers 
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d. Tests must be able to run on various platforms -- Windows CE, Browser, Native platforms 
for re-use.  

e. Tests must be able to run on a Server topology as well as Service topology without 
changing test case code 

2. Rapid Test Case Development 
a. Easy orchestration of multiple clients without each case requiring to implement remote 

communication on its own 
b. A standard language to be used across the team 
c. Auto-generation of test cases when feasible (from a model) 

3. Reduce redundancy in test cases by having a test model based on product architecture 
a. Decide what gets tested at the UI level versus the API level (object model) 

4. Continuously execute automated tests 
5. Must provide a unified Test Harness UI for the developers and testers to run the tests 
6. When the product UI changes, all of the test cases should not need to be updated; these updates 

should be insulated from each case.  
7. Strive for end to end automation by building test support infrastructure 

a. Soft IP Phone (SIP) simulator on Windows Device Simulation Framework 
b. SIP Proxy to modify SIP packets for fault injection 
c. Image comparison tool (compare slides, Desktop Sharing input/output) 

 
1.1.1.2 Resulting Principles 
As a result of the requirements, the terms below define our test strategy for test case automation. 
 

1. Ease of Use –  
a. Functional Tests will have one front end/launcher regardless of whether they are based 

on the product GUI or API 
2. Rapid Test Case Development & Reusability 

a. GUI automation must generate GUI classes (e.g. ConversationWindow) from input files 
b. Multilayer architecture for the remote endpoints -- Abstraction Layer will provide higher 

level methods for transactional operations (MakeCall, AnswerCall, etc.) within a client, 
whereas the Test Library layer will provide higher level methods for transactional 
operations cross clients (e.g. EstablishCall(client1, client2)). 

c. Create a Communicator UI Abstraction Layer to provide abstraction to avoid changes in 
test cases when the product UI changes 

d. Employ Model Based Testing tools – Generate test cases for test data matrices and test 
state machines 

e. All test cases & infrastructure will be C# based using common harness functionality 
through trapping of function calls (more details provided below). 

3. We will invest significantly in shared libraries for common automation goals  
4. Use Lab Bench Harness (Microsoft Internal) to allow running specific suites and integrate with a 

centralized bench suite for scheduling/launching. 
 
1.1.2 Unit Testing 

On the unit test side, with focus on developers, our requirements are listed below. 
 
1.1.2.1 Requirements 

1. Easy to write, short, focused cases 
2. Able to see the details of specific error codes, inspection of variables, etc. 
3. Emphasis on being able to debug during execution 
4. Must allow for re-use of unit tests into the basis of larger tests (Build Verification Tests, Functional 

Tests) 
5. Must be easy for both developers and testers to add unit tests as appropriate 
6. Run on as few machines as possible 
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1.1.2.2 Resulting Principles 
1. Ease of Use 

a. Share same test harness as functional testing 
b. Run multiple clients on one machine when no dependency exists (for example, no video 

camera sharing necessary for the test case, etc.) 
2. Debugging the code 

a. Allow for Visual studio or other debug tool for debugging during execution 
b. Provide “Attach Points” where the case pauses after setup 
c. Allow for hooks to dump variables and object properties to a log file from test code in 

debug mode 
3. Use the same harness as functional test cases to launch unit tests 

 
1.1.3 Stress & Performance Testing 

The stress and performance testing requirements came primarily from the test team.  
 
1.1.3.1 Goals & Requirements 
 

1. Scalable Test Harness (low overhead in the orchestration engine) 
2. Test Harness should scale to high number of clients per machine 
3. Client Stress should target Race conditions on the client 
4. Re-use results from functional runs for measuring performance 
 

1.1.3.2 Resulting Principles 
 

1. Focus on core areas 
a. Conversations Stress 
b. Publisher/Subscriber Stress 

2. Stress tests won‟t be “Functional in a loop” – they will take the Abstraction Layer and run it as a 
state machine 

2. Test Environment 

From the background and test classification, this particular problem space results in the following 
technical challenges: 
         Asynchronous API: Because the underlying product API was asynchronous, test cases would be 
required to verify that expected events are fired with specific properties. One of the main design targets 
would be to make it easy to write test code as well making the code itself very readable. 
         Multiple endpoints: Each test case may spawn multiple endpoints on the same or multiple 
machines. 
         Multiple platforms: the test code would run on multiple platforms, including Windows desktop, 
Windows CE and Windows for mobile devices. 
         Multiple Test Modes: The core of the test business code would be used in different configurations. 
In each configuration, the product business logic would behave slightly differently. 
         Different scenarios with code steps: The framework should support a very different set of test 
cases reusing the same business model. 
         Logging: Detailed information of many complex event data sets. 
 
Some of these requirements are characteristic of large scale systems. In fact, this is exactly the problem 
we had at hand: how to design a test framework for a large code base containing core business logic. 
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3. Test Infrastructure Design 

3.1 Infrastructure mechanisms 

The diversity of scenarios needing to be covered resulted in many infrastructure components to allow 
running the code in multiple platforms and under multiple different constraints. The elements below are 
part of the test infrastructure developed for both the script and C# automation. 
 
Endpoint hosting 
Since most of the test scenarios use multiple endpoints, the test controller needs to be able to drive 
multiple processes. This requirement resulted in the creation two elements in the test infrastructure:  

 RemotingService: a small startup process that runs on each test machine and listens on a 
specific port for requests. Once the test controller needs another endpoint, it will send a message 
to RemotingService process requesting a new endpoint on that machine. 

 TestEndpointHost: a console application responsible for starting the logging components, loading 
the root object of the test endpoint and providing a message loop to run the test endpoint. 

The combination of these two console applications offer a simple but useful mechanism to start and stop 
endpoints on test machines as needed by each test case. 
 
Remote communication 
The communication between the test case and its endpoints is done inter-process and usually also 
across multiple machines. To solve the issue of allowing inter-process communication we used the 
standard .Net Remoting API for the Desktop platform and an in-house implementation for the Mobile 
platform. 
 
Event storage and comparison 
One of the intrinsic characteristics of the Communicator implementation is its asynchronous behavior. All 
the application state changes are reported as events. Whenever the test code orchestrates an action, it 
verifies the execution of such action by checking what events have been fired after the action was taken. 
Our strategy for comparing events is building infrastructure to subscribe to all events, store information 
from the event arguments and the application state and then save the event representation in a list. 
Whenever the test case needs to verify an event, it will block itself (thread-wise) by specifying an event 
name and property values to the event list. The event list will either find the expected event or time out. 
 
Thread switching  
In some scenarios, especially on the Mobile and Silverlight platforms, the product code cannot be called 
into from another thread except by the thread running the message loop. In those cases, it is necessary 
for the test code to switch threads before making an action. The test infrastructure solves this by posting 
messages into the message loop which allows a particular function to be executed in the main thread of 
the endpoint. 
 

3.2 Pre & Post Execution 

From the requirements, one clear theme that emerges is the need to run cases in a vast number of 
configurations. The ideal goal is to have the same test case code run in several configurations without 
modification.  
 
To facilitate this, the test harness should be able to run a set of steps in the beginning of a test case or 
even before a single line of code within a test case. Finally, a set of steps also needs to be performed 
after a test case is complete. This allows us to insert logic that gets applied universally without each test 
case author needing to write code or call common library methods. 
Reference: An example of this includes Application Verifier (Microsoft Technet). 
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3.2.1 Pre-Execution 

Several common steps can be done before a test case actually starts. In some cases, some can be done 
before a certain step of the case. Our test harnesses performed these tasks in a common place, 
alleviating the need for each test case to implement these steps. These included: 
 

 Logging environmental information:  operating system, Office version, etc. 
 Execution Information Logging: The harness takes care of housekeeping tasks such as log 

collection, results uploading, etc. without requiring users to call even a single function call. Each 
line in the case is logged along with a line number without the test case writer writing a single 
“Log” statement. 

 Thread Synchronization: Ensure that test steps were executed on the correct thread without 
blocking any threads when waiting for events 

 Custom Remote Communication: the engine abstracts out remote communication technologies 
so that we can run distributed system tests and have the test case be agnostic of the 
configuration in which it is running.  

 Global changes in the harness can be used to modify the behavior of each case without 
modifying the case code itself. This helps us write and maintain hundreds of cases in a short 
period of time.  

 Evaluation of API testing mode: If this same test case is being repurposed for API parameter 
testing, run the appropriate steps (as annotated in the case) in a loop and pass in various API 
parameters. 

 Evaluation if a test case should be run based on environmental conditions: Certain cases may 
only be relevant in certain configurations (e.g. a voice case should only be run if the test account 
is enabled for VoIP communications). 

 Real-time debugging/change of flow without the need for a debug environment (e.g. running in a 
lab environment)  

 
3.2.2 Post-Execution 

 Tallying/Logging test results 
 Specific routines to run on Failure (e.g. “Clean-up” routines to avoid stale endpoints) 
 Auto-analysis of log files for failing cases 
 Copying/archiving of logs for facilitation of investigations 

3.3 Creating an Intercepting Interpreter 

A general solution for these requirements is to create an interception layer that can intercept each line of 
test case “code” and interpret it before execution. Early on, we found it to be an optimal solution to create 
a simple scripting language that would interpret the test case code and run the pre and post processing 
as part of the execution. 
 
In general, the Test Library is agnostic of the infrastructure in which it is run. The Test Library is C# code 
that will perform operations, check events, etc... More details of this are covered in the section entitled 
“Interactions with C# Test Library.” The C# code is then run by an intercepting interpreter that would 
perform the pre and post execution steps. In the case of SLS, the script interpreter that runs each SLS 
line would run the pre and post execution steps. In the case of C#, we used .NET dynamic proxies as our 
mechanism to intercept. Typically, dynamic proxies are used for custom marshaling of objects in a .NET 
remoting situation where custom marshaling is required (e.g. traversing special firewalls with a custom 
channel). We found that this similar mechanism would allow us to trap each method call on the test class 
and perform the pre and post execution steps in the C# engine beforehand. As shown in Figure 1, the test 
harness will instantiate the C# class in a dynamic proxy, which then gives it a chance to intercept each 
method call on that class. 
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Figure 1: How an Intercepting Proxy is implemented in C# 

4. Implementation of a Scripting Language - SLS 

In 2003 we created a scripting language called the Simple Language for Scenarios (SLS) to fulfill these 
requirements. In SLS, we require users to write test cases in a particular text-based format (not XML 
based). This reduces coding-style flexibility, but provides us a single paradigm for writing test cases and a 
point of injection via the interpreter.  
 
We use this intercepting point to achieve several goals – we were able to automatically marshal calls 
between different thread models, adapt existing cases for API parameter testing, and enabled security 
fuzzing without requiring each tester to have to write code to do so. For string injection, we wrote an API 
string testing class where the script engine could automatically call each method in a loop and pass in all 
possible parameters within the context of an existing case simply by annotating the “start” & “end” points 
in the test case where the engine needed to loop.  
 
Additionally, with API testing, we were able to run a case to a particular point, and then bring up a UI to 
allow ad-hoc testing. The steps executed by the tester in the UI would then be written back as script 
language that could then be incorporated into the test case library.  
 
We continue to use SLS in this form for a significant set of our automated tests today. 
 

4.1 Brief Description of SLS 

4.1.1 Constructs that had to be implemented 

As part of authoring a new scripting language, there were several constructs from “full” programming 
languages that we brought forward into the scripting language: 

1. Variables  - the basic support of variables was necessary to avoid hardcoding strings 
2. Arrays – array support was added to facilitate repetitive functions, like API testing 
3. „for‟ loops – For loops worked hand in hand with arrays  
4. Function – Function support also helped consolidate code in a central place 

 
4.1.2 Anatomy of an SLS Line 

Goals 
 For rapid test case authoring, spacing and brevity are important in an SLS line 
 An SLS line is optimized to do multiple operations from a single line of code 
 SLS was optimized to manage multiple clients  from a single controller 
 

C# code written in Test Class 

Code is written without 
knowledge of an 
interceptor 

Class is instantiated in a proxy 

When the execution 
engine instantiates the 
class, it is instantiated in 
a C# dynamic proxy, so 
that all calls made on 
that class first call an 
Invoke method 

Invoke Method 

Invoke method runs the 
appropriate pre/post 
execution steps; it is the 
implementation of the 
engine 
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The SLS grammar can be one of the following: 
SLSLine = ExecutionCommand|VariableDefinition|Internal Command|Comment 
ExecutionCommand=S_OK|IGNORE|E_FAIL|objectVariable ClientID [^] MethodName 
Parameters 
VariableDefinition=$VariableName=VariableValue 
InternalCommand=@InternalCommand CommandParam1, CommandParam2, … 
Comment=# Any comment text 

4.2 Sample SLS File 

Suppose that we want to test Group Instant Message –instant messaging across several clients. This 
requires the interaction of several clients, and verification of various events and exceptions on each client. 
With the underlying C# library (called the “Remote”) and SLS, the scenario becomes easier to read and to 
script. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Real-time Debugging & Code Modification 
 
 
 
 
 
One advantage of using an interpreter is the ability to do real time code modification, debugging, or 
stepthroughs without the need for a debugger on each machine. Interactive mode allows a user to step 
through an SLS file line by line, set execution breakpoints within an SLS file, skip lines, and more. It is 
similar to using a traditional debugger such as windbg on an SLS execution job. 
 
When interactive mode starts, the line is displayed and a prompt is given to the user to choose the next 
action. 
 
 
SLS commands mirror those of tools such as ntsd which are found in the Debugging Tools for Windows.  

# 
# MIM.sls – Test a Simple Multiparty IM scenario 
# 
 
# Create the Remotes 
 
S_OK Client1 Create RTCV2Remote 
S_OK Client2 Create RTCV2Remote 
S_OK Client3 Create RTCV2Remote 
 
S_OK Client1 Logon $server$ $user1$ $password1$ 
S_OK Client2 Logon $server$ $user2$ $password2$ 
S_OK Client3 Logon $server$ $user3$ $password3$ 
 
# Create a basic 2 party IM session 
 
S_OK Client1 Invite $user2$ Session1 
S_OK Client2 ^CheckSessionEvent SESSION_INCOMING 
S_OK Client2 AnswerCall $user1$ Session1 
S_OK Client1 ^CheckSessionEvent SESSION_CONNECTED 
 
# Have the initiator invite a third party 
 
S_OK Client1 Invite $user3$ Session1 
S_OK Client3 ^CheckSessionEvent SESSION_INCOMING 
S_OK Client3 AnswerCall $user1$ Session1 
 
# Now both client1 and 2 should get a connected event 
 
S_OK Client1 ^CheckParticipantEvent PARTICIPANT_ADD 
S_OK Client1 ^CheckParticipantEvent PARTICIPANT_ADD 
 
# Make sure Client2  can’t add client3 since he’s already in 
 
E_FAIL Client2 Invite $user3$ Session1 
S_OK Client2 CheckException ParticipantExistsException $user3$ 
 

Figure 2: Sample SLS file 
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Table 1: SLS Debugger Commands 

bp – Set a breakpoint 
 

sxe – Enable Interactive Mode 
BreakOnFailure 
 

i – Ignore/Skip the current 
SLS line 
 

q – Quit the execution 
 

bl – List all breakpoints sxi – Disable Interactive Mode 
BreakOnFailure 

k – Display current execution 
state (shows the line #, etc.) 
 

? – display this help 
 

bc – Clear breakpoints 
 

p – Program Step (Execute 
one line) 
 

g – Continue execution out of 
interactive mode 
 

 

 

4.3 Usage of SLS 

4.3.1 Parameter Testing Mode 

For our SDK release, we needed to test the inputs to the API. One large hurdle was that a particular API 
would only be callable when certain preconditions were met. For example, calling AddParticipant() on a 
conference session was only valid when the session was already connected. This context already existed 
in existing test cases. The Conferencing functional case knew of this order. We wanted to be able to 
reuse those functional cases and yet do API parameter testing.  To facilitate, SLS provides an API 
parameter testing mode that would loop and pass in inputs to API calls based on source classes. 
A SLS source class defines the inputs for a particular type. For example, the String source class returns 
various strings to be passed to APIs taking a string input. Examples include various size strings, null 
string, empty string, localized strings, URLs, html, xml, etc. as well as randomly generated strings for 
security fuzzing. 
 
An API in a library is annotated with a C# attribute defined by SLS to declare the source class. In the 
example below, the Uri parameter of the Invite method is annotated to associate the string source class 
with the parameter. Because “uri” is the first parameter, the “$user3” variable in the invite method would 
be sequentially substituted with methods from the String source class. The sessionName parameter is not 
parameter tested. Finally, the test case would be annotated with the start & stop markers where SLS 
should loop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In this example, the Invite, CheckSessionEvent, and AnswerCall would be called repeatedly until all string 
sources were exhausted. New test cases wouldn‟t need to be written – the same functional test cases 
could be re-used. This helped us add substantial coverage with minimal overhead/effort. 
 

[SLSUnitCategory(“uri”, “StringSource”)] 
Invite(string uri, string sessionName); 

 

# Create a basic 2 party IM session 
 
S_OK Client1 Invite $user2$ Session1 
S_OK Client2 ^CheckSessionEvent 
SESSION_INCOMING 
S_OK Client2 AnswerCall $user1$ Session1 
S_OK Client1 ^CheckSessionEvent 
SESSION_CONNECTED 
 
# Have the initiator invite a third party 
 
@BeginAPITestMode 
S_OK Client1 Invite $user3$ Session1 
S_OK Client3 ^CheckSessionEvent 
SESSION_INCOMING 
S_OK Client3 AnswerCall $user1$ Session1 
@EndAPITestMode 

 

Figure 3a. Annotation on the Invite 
method in the Test Library method 

Figure 3b. SLS script code using annotated 
Test Library method (Invite) 
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5. Interactions with C# Test Library 

 

 
Figure 4: Overview of Interactions of SLS and the Test Library 

 

5.1 Overview of the Test Lib 

 
The Test lib represents the code of the main business logic of the test cases. It is implemented directly on 
top of the product code and verifies its expected behavior.  Since the product is asynchronous in its 
nature, the purpose of the Test Lib is to make method calls into the product code and then verify that the 
expected events were correctly fired. So, the Test Lib implements a synchronous view of the product API.  
For example, the Test Lib is what implements the “Invite” call in the above group IM example.  
  
The chosen test design is such that the Test Lib subscribes to all events of each object from the product 
API it instantiates. Whenever an event is fired, all of its properties and some of the application behavior 
are saved in the form of an event object. An infra-structure component named EventManager saves a list 
of events. In the above Group IM example, the “SessionStateChangedEvent” would be queued in the 
EventManager until it was checked by the test case code. 
 
As another example on one endpoint, the Test Lib code that calls SignIn() in the product API, also calls 
the EventManager Wait() method, specifying a new event instance filled with the expected properties of 
the actual stored event. This is how the Test Lib code verifies not only that the event has been indeed 
fired but also its properties and the application state at the time of the firing. As a result, the Test Lib 
provides a synchronous SignIn() method which will block the caller until the correct event is fired, or a 
timeout happens. 
 
The Test Lib is a highly reusable component. The great majority of the test cases use at least one or two 
methods in the Test Lib to achieve their particular scenario. The implementation of the Test Lib had to 
vary slightly to work best with SLS or C#. Below, we will go over the differences in the Test Libs. 
 

5.2 Design Patterns of the SLS Test Lib 

In the SLS library, the Test Lib is known as the “Remote” as it encapsulates one remote endpoint. 
 
Container Class 
The Remote is primarily a container class. It contains references to instances of API objects (such as 
CommunicatorClient, Conversation, etc.). One instance of the Remote is used to drive one instance of an 
endpoint. In addition to the references, it contains lists that hold incoming events and exceptions. Events 

SLS 
script 

C# Test Lib 
("Remote") 

•User A 

C# Test Lib 
("Remote") 

•User B 
C# Test Lib 
("Remote") 

•User C 
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and exceptions can then be verified with functions that traverse the lists. Additional informational data is 
held, such as usage counters (used during stress) and data about attempts of certain actions made on 
objects (which can be compared to the actual state of the object to detect errors). 
 
Method Wrapper and Helper 
In order to keep scripts brief & concise, the script language cannot have much “logic” in the script layer. 
Thus the primary way of using the Remote is to call wrapper functions that add additional logic. Each 
wrapper contains a try/catch block that will queue any exceptions. The wrappers are identical to the 
underlying API except for the addition of return values. For example, suppose you have a buddy object 
that contains a name, data, and a URI. An API called “GetBuddy(string uri)” returns a buddy object. The 
Remote‟s corresponding wrapper function would be -- GetBuddy(string uri, string expectedName, string 
expectedData). The wrapper function would call GetBuddy(uri) on the Collaboration object, and query the 
returned buddy object for its name and data properties, and compare it with the expected properties. If all 
values match, then the wrapper function would return success. 
 
Uniform Return Values 
All methods on the Remote will return a type known as RemSummary (Remote Summary). The summary 
describes the result of the method call, as well as reasons why it failed (if it failed). With all methods 
returning the same type, SLS or any language can use this information to display uniform information and 
keep uniform test result counters. 
 

6. Transition Period: Communicator SDK Test Framework  

Although we were successfully using SLS for testing several versions of Communicator, an opportunity 
arose to evolve and tweak our strategy. We had a fundamental design change in the underlying product 
API that existing test cases were written on top of. The new Communicator object model code was being 
designed to be offered as a product with the main objective of exposing the Communicator business logic 
in a simple to use fashion. In contrast, the previous API was designed as a low level session API. Neither 
the existing test cases nor the existing test code could be reused across product sets without extensive 
rewrites. 
 
Moving the test code to the new API was required since the new design would be shipped as a product. 
This would have the advantage that all test cases written on top of it would test not only the 
Communicator business logic but the API itself. In addition to that, once the product code shipped, testers 
would benefit from the API being stable. Any changes made to the API would be made to maintain 
compatibility with older API versions. 
 
The fact that the test cases would be written on top of a common and stable API brought the reuse of test 
code into much evidence comparing with the test code requirements for Communicator 2007. This led the 
test team to start analyzing pros and cons of a scripting language versus a compiled language. 
 
At this stage in the product, the size of the test code & test team also grew significantly. Approximately 30 
test developers were allocated to the task. This imposed a lot of coordination and need for configuration 
management. 
 
The strategy adopted to implement the new test cases included: 
         Using the C# language: since reusing the test code was one of the main targets, using a  fourth 
generation compiled language brings many  benefits compared to script languages, in terms of 
development of components, build verification and compatibility with external tools and frameworks. 
         Using an in-house test harness: Due to existence of an in-house well-developed and complete test 
harness, we chose to use it to run our test cases. 
         In-house development of test infra-structure:  the nature of the required test environments 
required several components to support the test cases. 
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7. Design Patterns of the C# Test Lib 

 

 
Figure 5: Overview of the C# Test Lib Design Pattern 

 
The Test Lib code implemented was divided into several components: 
 
Multi-client library 
The customer scenarios for Communicator often involve a party of two or more users, represented as 
endpoints in the test code. Each endpoint is a running instance of the product business logic and usually 
runs on its own machine. 
 
A great number of test cases involve taking actions across multiple endpoints. Imagine an audio call 
scenario, in which user A calls user B. The test steps involve making a call from endpoint A and accepting 
the call from endpoint B, and then verifying the call is actually connected on both sides. 
These four steps can be represented as an EstablishCall step, a set-up present in any test case that 
requires an existing audio call to run a particular scenario. 
 
The multi-client library contains a set of reusable scenarios across multiple endpoints. Most of the code 
reusable in this layer is associated with a feature or with a class of test cases. Nevertheless, test cases 
sharing multi-endpoint steps are fairly common given the nature of cross feature integration of the 
product. 
 
Test Lib 
The Test Lib in the C# solution is called the “TestAPI.” Like the Remote, it wraps underlying API objects, 
handles events and exceptions, and aggregates multiple actions into one where appropriate. One 
advantage of using C# is that we utilize object oriented programming. The Test API and Multi-Client 
Library both use inheritance to avoid duplicate code.   
 
Test cases 
A test case is defined in our framework as a method in a class belonging to test module.  Each test class 
represents a suite of test cases and the set of classes represent a module. Both the module and suites 
have a set-up and tear-down mechanisms. 
 
The test method returns a pass/fail value. The implementation of the method uses the multi-client library 
to achieve the pre-requisites of the test case and then usually the specific test verification is done directly 
through the test library. 
 
Reuse is still present in the test cases to some extent. Common functions among a class of test cases are 
shared in library specific to those test cases, which can be implemented as a separate component or 
simply helper methods. 
 

Test Case 

MCL (AudioLib) 

TestAPI (User A) 

TestAPI (User B) 

TestAPI (User C) 
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In terms of software architecture, the structure of the test library and the multi-client library are well 
controlled and code reviewed, while the structure of the test cases library is open to the tester 
implementation.  
 

7.1 Revisiting Pre and Post Processing  

In the C# Test framework, we have made additional enhancements to the pre & post processing. 
 
Module and suite level 
On the module and suite level, pre and post processing is used as a mechanism for setting up and 
finalizing the test cases. This is implemented by features offered by the in-house test harness through 
annotations in the test code (method attributes in C#). 
 
7.1.1 Method/Type level 

To achieve a similar level of common infra-structure running behind the scenes as was present in the 
SLS script language, the test components make extensive use of the RealProxy feature of the .Net 
platform. 
 
The RealProxy class allows the runtime generation of a Proxy object, which intercepts method calls to the 
associated business or test object. The dynamic proxies are used on both the test case side as well as on 
the endpoint side. One may interpret side as the hosting process of the code. 
 
Automatic Logging 
One of the first uses of the dynamic proxy feature was automatic logging of method calls. For each 
method call on the Test Lib, the logging proxy registers the type and method name, plus the value of each 
parameter. 
 
This is extremely important for test failure investigation. Having each method log the parameter values 
manually would be extremely costly, whereas the proxy allows this to be done at infrastructure level. The 
information stored in the log file helps identify the root cause of the failure and the source of a bug 
whether it is in the test case or the product code. 
 
At first the automatic logging was implemented on the endpoint side to save each call into the test library. 
Later it was also replicated on the test case side (hosted on the controller machine). Having automatic 
logging on the test case side was added due to the lack of support for the RealProxy feature in the .Net 
Compact Framework.  
 
As a derived benefit from implementing automatic logging on the test case side, the method call in the log 
also contains the endpoint hosting that instance of the test library. This simple piece of information greatly 
facilitates the investigation of the cause of a failure. 
 
Remote communication 
One of the target platforms for our test cases is Windows for mobile devices. The device hosts the 
process running the product code together with the Test Lib. The test cases and the multi-client library 
run on the controller machine. The .Net Compact Framework does not support .Net Remoting, the main 
mechanism for inter-process or inter-machine communication in the .Net Platform on the Desktop. 
 
The lack of support for object oriented remote communication left the test team with two options: re-
implement the test code on the mobile platform or implement a similar remote communication mechanism 
on top of the .Net Compact Framework. We have chosen to implement an XML-based serialization 
component which implements similar functionality as that of the .Net Remoting API. On the test case side 
(Desktop) a dynamic proxy would intercept a method call and serialize it to the mobile device. A socket 
server on the device would parse the XML, reconstitute a method call and finally make the call into the 
actual object. The implementation enables the test code to transparently make calls into objects running 
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on either a mobile device or another PC desktop. As a result, the same test code was shared among the 
Desktop and Mobile platforms. 

7.2 The experience of the process of implementing reusable test code 

The main advantage of moving from a script language to a compiled language in our scenario is the 
facilitated ability to reuse code. Reusing product code is easily justifiable by the clear benefits and cost 
savings related to not implementing the same functionality more than once, or having to test it more than 
once. However, since the test code is not the product itself, our experiments pointed to a trade-off 
between reuse and cost of the development and stabilization for the test code. 
 
A failure in a test run caused by product code is a payoff of the investment in testing it, while a failure 
caused by the test code itself is an added cost to the test effort. While it is still clear that reusing test code 
has benefits associated with it, it is our intention to share what it took for us to reduce the number of 
failures caused by changing common test code. 
 
7.2.1 Configuration Management 

This is one of the most important aspects of our test development. To establish an environment in which 
many people change the same test code base, not only version control is necessary, but also code 
reviews, a strong build system and a set of test cases to serve as smoke tests for the test cases itself. 
It is important to reinforce that failures caused from the test code itself are simply added to the overall test 
cost of the project. The more test code is reused among different scenarios, the more this type of failures 
may happen, unless there is some process to keep changes controlled. 
 
Among the practices we used are: 
         Code reviews: test peers need to approve changes to the test code before any changes are 
committed to the repository. We established virtual teams which would be responsible for code-reviewing 
a set of components in the test code. This allows us to detect impacting changes and assess the 
consequences before the check-in. In practical terms, a test owner would be vigilant of the code his test is 
using to prevent an external change from affecting the result of his feature tests. 
          Strong build system: Check-ins into the repository trigger full builds of all components. This way 
breaking changes to the code are rapidly detected by the build system. It is also part of the process for 
the tester doing the change to build locally and do buddy builds (move the changed code into another 
machine and build it from there). 
         Run smoke tests: It is the responsibility of the tester making changes into common test code to 
verify if that change will impact other feature test cases. This can be achieved by defining a reasonably 
small set of tests which diversity enough to cover the most common features. 
         Pre-check-in test bench: as an evolution to the points above, a system was developed to allow 
testers to submit the test code for an automatic build and run of smoke test cases before checking-in the 
code. This tool is also integrated with the code reviews. The process for checking-in changes requires, 
first, getting approval from the test peers; then using the tool to validate that the changes do not beak the 
build or break the smoke tests. 
We believe that using a test framework built on a compiled language has helped us achieve such a 
complex process of reusing the test code that supports our long term test strategy, given the complexity 
of our test cases.  
  

8. Comparison between scripts versus a compiled language 

While one could easily have a full article comparing scripting languages to compiled languages, this 
section actually presents our own experience, with gains and losses, while using both strategies at 
different points in time. 
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To establish a process of comparison, the next sections analyze the test implementation using the SLS 
script language and C#, from different points of view. 

8.1 Portability/Reusability of test cases 

In SLS, the portability of test cases to different languages, new technologies, etc. was very low – as the 
test case library grew, it became very specialized within the SLS framework. As new people joined the 
team, they would have to get ramped up on SLS, the libraries, and the lab bench execution framework. 
This became an ongoing cost. In most cases, modifications to the SLS engine itself were not necessary. 
However, in the event that new support was required, only the original contributors to SLS had a working 
knowledge of the SLS code and had to be called in. The test case code was highly reusable to other 
cases within the SLS framework; but if someone writing a C# app wanted to use a SLS library function, it 
could not be called from C#. 
 
Users of the C# framework faced a similar ramp up time initially on the test libraries and case structure. 
Because C# allows great flexibility, they would also have to familiarize themselves with the coding style 
and expectations of the team. However, the cases were highly portable; a new member taking over an 
area could immediately understand the case code and be able to trace through to the library layers. 
Executing and debugging was straightforward (though not necessarily easy). One hidden ramp up cost 
was that the pre & post conditions executed by the real proxy were not obvious to someone taking over 
the code; this centralized logic would have to be referenced in the RealProxy implementation. This 
“implicit” engine was a hidden component in the end-to-end lifecycle. 

8.2 Productivity 

Productivity was an area where SLS had a significant advantage over C#. The cost of writing a case was 
very low as the syntax was brief and the interpreter would run all the pre/post execution steps 
automatically. A script for a scenario could be created in a minutes. This allowed for a large volume of 
test cases to be created in a brief amount of time. In C#, the iterations required to create a case were 
higher due to build steps, debugging through a full debugger, etc. The proxy work to do automatic 
logging, etc. mitigated some of the costs. 

8.3 Configuration Management 

Source Control – We used the same source code management system for both solutions. Code reviews 
and buddy builds were mandatory prior to check-in. History information, branching solutions, and bug 
fixes followed the same workflow for the two solutions.  
Builds – Building was non-existent for SLS scripts as there was no compiler. This was a disadvantage as 
any errors would only be caught at execution time (whether the error was added into the test case itself or 
if someone was changing an underlying library). This meant that the errors were caught further 
downstream, increasing the cost of bringing it to a resolution. The C# code would be built in the buddy 
build system, and any break would be caught prior to check-in.  
  

8.4 Integration with other tools 

As SLS code was interpretable only by the SLS interpreter, it could not be reused by other test 
harnesses. One provision we considered was to have the SLS interpreter create stubs for each SLS 
library method which would internally call the interpreter; however we did not get around to implementing 
this. 

 

9. Conclusion 

Each strategy served its own purposes and gave us different benefits. At the end of this exercise, we‟ve 
realized that a test case can be script or code. As we faced different challenges, different solutions were 
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more appropriate. However, we did find several common themes emerge that helped us shape our 
solutions. Pre & post processing was crucial to reducing duplicate code and test case development time. 
Scripting allowed for rapid test case development but reduced reusability. Object Oriented Programming 
patterns helped speed up test library investments written in C#. After experiencing both, we‟ve found that 
in the long term C# is our best choice due to its flexibility and the fact that most advantages of SLS could 
be implemented in C#. 
 
We also learned that the test case development lifecycle investment is as important as the language 
chosen. Code review, quality gates, and configuration management is crucial to maintaining quality and 
long term maintainability of the code.  
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11. Appendix A: SLS Keyword Syntax 

Table 2: Variable Usage Syntax for SLS 

8.4.1 String Variables 

Command Line Parameter /D 
SLS File Definition using $ 
Configuration File Definition 
Environment Variable 

8.4.2 Object variables (o:) 

Object variables can be used to store 
non-string objects that are returned by  
 

8.4.3 Setting a variable as a Client 
to be operated upon 

@ASSIGNCLIENT 
@RELEASECLIENT 
 

 

Table 3: SLS Keywords 

8.4.4 Test Case Management and 
Metadata 

@TESTOPENIF 
@TESTOPENEX 
@TESTCLOSE 
@FUNCTION, @ENDFUNCTION 
@SECTIONOPEN 
@SECTIONCLOSE 
@BUG 
@META 

8.4.5 Variable Manipulation & 
Generation 

@TOSTRING 
@GENSTRING 
@CHANGEURICASE 
 

8.4.6 Network Information & 
Operations 

@GETFQDN 
@GETHOSTNAME 
@GETLOCALIP 
@GETSECONDLOCALIP 
@GETIPFROMHOST 
@GETLOGGEDONUSER 
@GETLOGGEDONDOMAIN 
@OPENPORT 
@CLOSEPORT 
 

8.4.7 Helper Methods 

@PRINTF 
@COPYFILE 
@DIALOG 
@SLEEP 
 

8.4.8 Loops, Conditions, & Flow 
Control 

@LOOP, @ENDLOOP 
@CALL 
@CALLIF 
@CALLIFNOT 

8.4.9 SLS Execution Behavior 
Modifiers 

 
@SET 
@ASSIGNCLIENT 
@RELEASECLIENT 
@GETREFERENCE 
 

8.4.10 Stress Mode 

@CALLSTRESSVARIATION 
@STARTSTRESS, @ENDSTRESS 
 

8.4.11 Unit Test Mode 

@LAUNCHUNITTEST 
 
8.4.12 Math Operators 

@ADD 
@MULTIPLY 
@SUBTRACT 

 

8.4.13 File/Environment Information 
& Manipulation 

 
@GETTIMESTAMP 
@GETENVIRONMENTVAR 
@GETVERSION 
@GETASSEMBLYVERSION 
@GETPLATFORM 
@GETRAMINFO 
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